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Rule Proposal: Mixed Team ropers may enter the mixed team roping event without specifying a partner. Their partner must be
designated & entered by the end of call backs. If they are not able to find a partner, they must turn out at call backs. Submitted by
Amber Coleman
**Reasoning: This would give mixed team ropers a chance to find a partner with the same performance/slack preference and would
eliminate large or split buddy groups
**Note: MTR does not count as a men’s event & they are essentially a ‘helper,’ similar to a hazer in the steer wrestling.
Yes___12____ No____7____

Rule Proposal: M-SRA will remit 10% of all black list amounts to the local rodeo secretary that collects them. Submitted by Maureen
Hollenbeck Yes____12___ No___9____

Rule Proposal: Sec IX Entry Fees
5) Minimum entry fees established at $60 for all events not to exceed $100 (total) per event including office charges , UNLESS
added money is greater than $1000
All entry fees at any given rodeo must be the same, except when an event is competing on two head of stock; minimum entry fees shall
be $100. Submitted by Tracy Paulsen Yes___12____ No____6___
Rule Proposal:
Delete - - Page 15 under Section X: Delete # 2 & 3 also Modify #10 & point c under # 10
Replace with - 1). If an MSRA member enters an MSRA approved rodeo and does not compete at that rodeo due to, or in case of injury or
emergency, that person has seven (7) days from the date of the last performance of the last rodeo released from to submit a
valid written medical release to the MSRA Office along with the $5 central entry charge, or they will be put on the Suspended
List and subject to the notified/non-notified classification for the entry fees as described earlier (see#1). The release must
indicated which rodeo(s) are being released. A contestant that medical releases from a rodeo can not compete for seven (7)
days following the performance in which they released from. IE –they contestant med releases on a Friday, therefore Friday is
Day 1 of the Med Release. Said contestant will be would be eligible to compete on Friday the following week. If said member
competes within the seven days following the released rodeo’s final performance, that will invalidate the medical release and the
member will be subject to the notified/non-notified classifications described earlier (see #1). The contestant must call the
emergency numbers listed for ALL the rodeos entered at least 2 hours prior to rodeo time (before the draw has been made)
10) Change 10 day no run period to 7 day.
Leave a. as is ____2____
Leave b. as is____0___
c. Change 10 day to 7 day no run rule___5___
Rule Proposal:
In Barebacks, Saddle Broncs & Bull Riding: If there are no qualified rides at an M-SRA 1st approved rodeo, the added money
would go back to the rodeo committee and all entry fees would be added to their events towards the finasl of that year.
Submitted by JR Clouse Yes___15____ No____4____
Rule Proposal:
Page 28, Under Chapter IV: Article I, Section 1, #11
The Contract personnel that will work the finals will be determined in one of two ways: Voted on by closed ballot or chosen at the
discretion of the executive board. AMEND to say “Voted on by the board of directors” Submitted by Duane Bellin
Yes ____9___ No_____11____

______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Vice President Nominations: Please Circle One
Jason Schnoor - 18
Matt Kasner – 0
Rusty Kluender - 4

Director openings: Please Circle One
Team Roping:
Cooper Brott - 0

Matt Kasner - 9

Contract Personnel:
Kent Young - 17

JR Clouse - 2

Breakaway:
Lori Tierney - 4

Amber Coleman - 14

Jason Held - 8

